Who we are

Established in 2004 the Regeneration Skills Collective Wales (RSCW) is a network of six professional institutions CIH Cymru – housing professionals; ICE Wales Cymru – civil engineers; LIW – landscape architects; RICS Wales – surveyors; RSAW – architects; & RTPI Cymru – planners.

RSCW aims to support the delivery of integrated and sustainable regeneration in Wales. Following our previous successful hustings in 2011, the RSCW is pleased to announce our next hustings will take place on Thursday 7th April 2016.

Our manifesto

RSCW has prepared a Manifesto, which identifies our shared priorities for the fifth National Assembly to address. The manifesto also offers our professional assistance to the next Welsh Government to help create a better Wales for both existing and future generations, through positive engagement and regular dialogue.

Hustings 2016

This Hustings event will provide an opportunity for members of the six professions to explore the content of our joint Manifesto, with representatives of the six invited main political parties contesting the May election. It will also give the representatives of the political parties an opportunity to express their vision and aspirations for the future of Wales.

The event will be chaired by Geraint Talfan Davies, a good friend of the RSCW and its member institutions. He can be relied upon to be fair and impartial in his role as Chair.

In asking any questions that you may wish to raise at the Hustings, it would be appreciated if you could familiarise yourselves with the content of the RSCW manifesto; please be brief and focussed in your questioning. This will give the opportunity for as many attendees as possible to engage with the proceedings.

How to book

Members of the six RSCW organisations can book their free place for the hustings via our Eventbrite page.
Thursday 7th April 2016: 17.00 for 17.30 – 19.00
At Eversheds, 1, Callaghan Square, Cardiff CF10 5BT

Programme

17.00  Registration; tea and coffee

17.30  Introduction by the Chair, Geraint Talfan Davies

    Question and Answer session with invited political representatives from:

- Conservative Party: Keith Dewhurst, regional candidates for South Wales Central

- Green Party: Anthony Slaughter, Cardiff South and Penarth and South Wales Central list candidate.

- Labour Party: Julie James AM for Swansea West. Deputy Minister for Skills and Technology

- Liberal Democrat Party: Denis Campbell – Candidate for Vale of Glamorgan

- Plaid Cymru: Dr. Ian Johnson, Candidate for the Vale of Glamorgan and Head of Policy, Plaid Cymru

- UKIP: attendance to be confirmed

19.30  End

The Regeneration Skills Collective Wales is extremely grateful to Eversheds for providing the venue for this event. Please book your place via Eventbrite here.